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TBI TODAY 
News, Ideas, and Resources from the Virginia TBI Model System  

PART I: MANAGING STRESS EFFECTIVELY AFTER TBI  

REPRINTED FROM VOLUME 2 # 1(WINTER 2003) 

Brain injury causes  sudden,  researchers have learned a lot  
unexpected,  and drast ic about stress by  studying peo-
changes  in the lives  of survivors  ple’s everyday lives.  Below is a  
and family members. Learning to  list o f life events that s urveys  
effectively manage the stress  show  are rated  most stressful.  
associated with these changes  Can you guess  the “top  five”?  
may  be one of the greatest  chal- Circle your guesses (See  page 2  
lenges  faced by family  members  for  survey results)   
after brain injury.   

What is  stress? For most peo-
ple, stress is that uncomfortable  
feeling you get when you know   
there is  something you should  
be doing and you’re not doing it.  
Stress  is often a “vicious circle.”  
The more a person  feels they  
have to  do and the more that  
people are telling them what  to  
do – the  more  stress they feel.  
People also feel more stress  if  
they  worry about failure.  

Think of stress  as like
“carrying a stuffed  backpack up  
a big mountain.” Climbing  the  
first hundred feet, your  pack  may  
not seem  heavy at  all. Though  
nothing gets added to the pack  
as you go,  the weight see ms  
heavier and heavier as  you keep  
climbing  without resting.  If you’re  
not  careful,  the bag gets so  
heavy  you can’t walk any more.  
Seriously, intense stress, over  
time, can have disastrous  effects  
on your health.    

Stress is a part of daily life.  
With or without being touched by  
brain injury, everyone will face  
stress at some point in their life.
Through interviews and surveys,

 

 

 
 

Spouse's retirement   

Single parenting  

Moving  

Spouse’s illness  

Change in financial  

state  

Child’s illness  

Depression  

Raising teens   

Parenting parents  

Child returning home  

Marital separation  

Fired at  work 

Chemical dependency  

On page 6 is  a list  of  things 
that we’ve heard from survivors 
and family members. Do any  
sound like  you or someone you  
know?  

My mother’s been afraid to  
leave my father at home  
since his injury. Sometimes 

my mom asks  me to watch  
him when she goes out.  

My brother’s  drinking  prob-
lem got  a lot worse  after his  
injury. Now he drinks  every 
day.  

To  help with finances, we  
sold our house and moved to  
an apartment.  

My son was living in a dorm  
at school before the injury.   
He lives  with us again and 
we’re not sure  when he’ll go 
back to school.  

We  were married for ni ne 
years before the injury.   
Three years after he got hurt,  
we separated.  He’s living in 
an apartment and I’m living  
in our home.  

Since my wife’s injury, I am  
basically  raising our 4  and 5 
year old girls by myself. She  
really can’t handle  them  
alone.     

Frank and I were arguing all 
the time  since the accident. I  
had to  move in with  my sister  
because I couldn’t take  it  
anymore.   

My  husband was fired from  
his job.  He prefers to call it  
“retirement.”  

The effects of stress  can be  
sneaky.  You may not even no-
tice at  first, or you may  chalk up  
the problems  to  something else.   
Let’s look at how  your  life  might  

TBI TODAY AVAILABLE ON-LINE!  
Sign  up for our mailing list and get the  latest information and findings from  

the  TBIMS mailed directly to  your computer. Contact TBI Today editor, 
Debbie West, at ddwest@vcu.edu  (804-828-8797) for information.  
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   (Continued from page 1) 
be affected by stress:  

Stress Overl
 

oad Signs  
Disorganization (forgetting your keys, losing  
things,  making a lot of  “dumb  mistakes”)  
Daydreaming about spending  a few  days  
somewhere, even in the hospital - to  sleep,  
read, be taken care of  
Trouble making even small decisions  
(having difficulty figuring out what to  wear,  
feeling   stumped about what to have for  
lunch) 
Feeling depressed (wanting to curl  up on a  
bed, pull the covers up over  your head, and 
sleep for a week)   

Still not  so sure whether you need to worry  about  
stress?  We’ve  come up  with a brief questionnaire 
that can help you identify  your levels of  stress. Get  
that pencil back  out  again and cir cle  the “T” for  

statements that are  true about  you or “F” for state-
ments that are not  true on  the 13 Item Stress Test.  
Be honest, now. Nob ody’s grading this thing but  
you.  

Pencils down!  Well?  What’s the verdict? If  you  
answered all F’s then you’re stress free or  maybe  
fooling yourself. The more  T’s you circle, the  
greater your level of stress and the more you need 
to think about  taking steps to change. Here are 
some ideas to help you better deal with  stress.  Try  
them out and use the  ones  that w ork best  for you.  
Think, talk to other people, and try to come  up with  
more ideas.  

Check your “pressure  gauge” often.  

Practice effective problem solving.  Brainstorm  
ways to solve problems and try  out different  so-
lutions.    

Have a back up plan.  

Take time for  yourself, do  things  you  enjoy  

Tell yourself t o relax, breathe slowly and 
deeply.  

Seek support  from trusted friends and  family.  

Close your eyes, i magine yourself  in a pleasant  
situation or place.  

Keep up a healthy lifestyle - exercise, ea t right,  
avoid caffeine, alcohol,  drugs,  and tobacco.  

Talk  to  others about how they cope success-
fully.  

The 13-Item Stress Test 
I have a lot to  do.  T F 

I have more to do than  I can handle. T F
 

 

I’m  not being productive. T F
 

 

I’m trying really hard but getting nothing T F
done. 

 

I’m feeling unhealthy.  T F 

I can’t afford to take breaks or time  off.  T F 

I’m  pushing myself too hard. T F
 

 

I don’t sleep very  well.  T F 

Too many  people are telling me what to  T F
do. 

 

I am not treating people  the  way I want to  T F
be treated.  

 

I feel  totally exhausted.  T F 

Nobody is happy  with what I do. T F 

I can’t stand living like this.  T  F  

 

In  the next issue of  TBI Today,  we’ll have even  
more practical ideas on  handling stress better.   

By Debbie West  & Jeff Kreutzer  

  MOST STRESSFUL SITUATIONS 
The following life events/situations are in ordered from  the most  
stressful (# 1 ) to   less  stressful  (#13)  

1. Single parenting  
2. Depression 
3. Child’s illness  
4. Spouse’s illness  
5. Fired at work  
6. Marital separation 
7. Spouse's retirement  

8. Parenting parents  
9. Raising teens     
10. Chemical dependency 
11. Moving    
12. Child returning home      
13. Change in financial state  

With permission of the  authors, this article has been  reprinted from the Winter 2003 issue of TBI Today,  published by  Virginia  Common-
wealth University’s Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation’s Neuropsychology Service. This newsletter, is a project of the
Virginia Model System, which is funded by the US  Department of Education's National Institute on Disability  and Rehabilitation  Re-
search  (NIDRR). The  views, opinions, and information presented herein  are  those of the publisher and  are not necessarily endorsed by
the US  Dept  of Education.   

 

 




